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Abstract The reRenanct of the mefastable icosahedral quasicrystal A l m M n m S b  and its 111 
cryslatline appmximant~~AI~2,SMn~7,4Sil~.~ has teen measured h m 5 0 c m - l  to46000cm-' at 
temperatures from % IO K to 295 K. The optical conductivity of the i cosakdd sample is s i d a r  
to that reponed for lhe slable quasicrystal A163 5Cu26.sFe12: saning out liom a low DC value it 
rises linearly with frequency up IO = 1 eV reaching a maximum at a 22eV with a magnitude 
thal is comparable with transition melats, above which it decreases slowly. The Conductivity 
of the appmximant phase is similar in shape. but the o v d l  magnitude is lower. "-e is a 
bmad svucture ai 2Wcm-' in the quasicrystal which is resolved inIo at leas nine sharp phonon 
liws in the appmrimanL Band structy~e calculations of Ihe crystalline appmximant predict a 
pseudogap in lhe elecmnic density !f states at the Fermi surface suggesting that Ihe unusual 
optical propertis of the icosahedral malerial may also be explained by band Srmctrue arguments. 

1. Introduction 

S i n e  the first report of a metallic phase in AlMn alloys~with an icosahedral'(t> point group 
symmetry and no translational symmetry [I], many other alloys have been observed to 
exhibit icosahedral (as well as other non-crystallographic) symmetries [2-51 and a large 
body of experimental and theoretical work now exists on the effects of quasicrystallie 
order [6]. Some of the most frequently studied icosahedral systems are the AI-based temary 
alloys containing transition metals such as the metastable AlMnSi system and the stable 
AlCu(Fe,Ru) systems [7,81. Anomalous electronic properties have been observed 191 in 
ihese systems, including low densities of s@tes (00s) (as low as 10% of the free electron 
value in Al&1mRul5 [IO]) and high resistivities (11 000pQcm in A&CuZFelz.5 [I I] and 
as high & 30000j&Q cm in Al&u~Rul5 [lo] at low temperature). The optical conductivity 
of A1a.5Cu24.5Fet2 was found to exhibit &I unusual linear frequency dependence and an 
absence of the usual Drude conductivity seen in metals [12]. By studying related phases 
such as the crystalline approximant phases, further insight can be gained concerning the 
electronic properties that are unique to a perfect quasicrystal. 

Through structural studies [ 131, the 1/1 crystalline approximant a-ALMnSi has been 
determined to consist of 54-atom Mackay icosahedron clusters 1141 which pack into a 
simple cubic structure with 138 atoms per unit cell. Structural studies have also provided 
convincing support to the proposal that the atomic decorations of the building blocks in the 
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i-phases are related to the approximant phases [6]. Thus, it should be possible to learn about 
the effects of quasiperiodicity on electronic properties through comparison of an icosahedral 
phase with one of its approximant phases. 

Band-structure calculations have keen performed on crystalline approximants of 
quasicrystals for a-(AlMn) [IS] as well as AlCuLi and AlFe [161. In each case, the 
calculated density of states shows a pseudogap at the Fermi surface which satisfies a Hume- 
Rothery type relation. The recent measurement of the optical conductivity of the stable 
icosahedral quasicrystal A 1 ~ . 5 C ~ x , ~ F e 1 ~  shows a depression below w 1.4eV and an almost 
total absence of free carriers [12], in agreement with the predictions of a pseudogap. 

In this paper we examine the optical conductivity of the metastable icosahedral 
quasicrystal A175.5Mnm.sSi4, and the low-order 1/1 approximant phase u-A1~~5Mnl~.4Si10.l. 
Band-structure calculations have been performed for the approximant phase [IS, 171 and 
predict a pseudogap in the Dos at the Fermi surface. Not only in the approximant phase is 
this predicted behaviour observed, but also in the icosahedral phase.. The fact that the 1/1 
approximant phase strongly resembles the i-phase suggests that band shucture effects are 
responsible for the low Dos and the unusual optical properties of both systems. 

2. Experimental 

Master ingots of A1755Mnm.5Si4 and Al7~5Mnl7.4Silo.l were prepared by melting high- 
purity elements in an arc furnace. The icosahedral phase A175.5Mnm.5S4 was prepared 
by melt spinning, and it is now realized that single-phased i-phase samples can only 
be prepared within a narrow range of AlMnSi contents [18]. Since this system is not 
thermodynamically stable, the structural order is not improved by annealing. The resistivity 
of these samples is typically p(300K) = 8M)pQcm (u(300K) w 1250Q%n-') and 
p(4.2K)/p(300K) 1.15 [19,20]. The i-AIMnSi system is more disordered than other 
thermodynamically stable quasicrystals, having a relatively low correlation length e of 
several hundred A [2l], compared to that of w 1 pm of the AlCu(Fe,Ru) system [22], 
implying that the i-AIMnSi system resembles an icosahedral glass [U]. 

Samples of AI~.5Mnl7.4Si10.1 for study of the approximant phase were cut from the 
master ingots and annealed. Although samples with x-ray diffraction pattems of an almost 
pure u-phase could be produced by annealing over a wide range of temperams, small 
amounts of metallic impurity phases in high resistivity materials, even amounts which 
are not detectable by x-ray diffraction ($ 2%). can dramatically affect the measured 
electron transport properties. Therefore, the resistivity data is a convenient indicator of 
sample quality. As the annealing temperature was increased, both the resistivity values 
p(300K) and the resistivity ratios p(OSK)/p(300K) increased. Samples of the highest 
quality were prepared by annealing between 600680°C for two days. The resistivity 
of these samples is typically p(300K) w 3100pQcm (u(300K) w 325Q-'~m-~) and 
p(O.5 K)/p(300 K) % 2 [24]. Comparing these resistivities and resistivity ratios with the 
respective numbers of the i-phase (above) one sees that the approximant phase is even closer 
to the hypothetical 'perfect' quasicrystal than the i-phase. This is not too surprising, in view 
of the fact that the i-phase is merely a sort of metastable icosahedral glass, whereas the 
approximant is a well ordered and thermodynamically stable phase. 

The icosahedral sample used in the optical measurements was a thin ribbon, = 1 x 1 mm 
square and % 20 microns thick. The surface of the ribbon was irregular and the material 
itself was very brittle, making it difficult to polish. An unpolished piece of ribbon was first 
supported by placing a thin coat of epoxy on one side; this side was then glued with epoxy 
to the apex of a pyramidal cone. The reflectance was measured by illuminating the entire 
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surface area of the ribbon: light that misses the sample was reflected out of the beam by the 
pyramid. To correct for the sample size and the irregular surface, the sample was coated 
over with gold (or aluminium) in sifu, and the measurements repeated. The reflectmce 
was then taken to be the ratio of the reflected intensity from the sample to that from the 
overcoated sample. We estimate the accuracy of the reflectance below m 5 0 0 0 c d  to be 
& I %  using this technique. However, a light spot which is smaller than the samples was 
used for higher-frequency measurements. Thus, the error of the reflectance could be larger 
at high frequencies. The experimental apparatus and the overcoating technique have been 
described in detail elsewhere [25]. 

The cut ingots from the approximant phase yielded a large surface area that was easily 
polished. However, this material exhibits porosity, and the overcoating technique was used 
in this case as well to correct for the irregular microstructure of the sample. 

Reflectance measurements in the far-infrared region (50-700~m-~ ) were made at three 
different temperatures (295 K, 80 K and 10 K for the icosahedral phase, and 295 K, 18QK and 
BOK for the approximant phase). In the infrared, visible and ultraviolet (7QO-46000cm-') 
regions, the reflectance was measured at room temperature only. The optical constants 
were calculated by a Kramers-Kronig analysis 1261 of the power reflectance and at high 
frequency by ellipsometry. 

The Kramers-Kronig transformations were done by extending the reflectance as follows: 
below the lowest measured frequency (% 50cm-I) the reflectance was matched and 
extrapolated to zero frequency by assuming the sample to be metallic and using the Hagew 
Rubens form, 1 - R L% &. 

The high-frequency data in both the icosahedral and approximant phases is complicated 
by the presence of a strong interband transition. While the reflectance is seen to increase 
in both materials at % 25000cm-I, it is observed to turn flat at = 42000cm-'. The 
high-frequency extrapolation to the reflectance was constructed from a set of Lorentzian 
oscillators: 

where 9, is the plasma frequency, oi the frequency of the oscillator, and yi the damping of 
the ith oscillator, em is a term for the background dielectric constant. The number, position 
and strength of the oscillators was chosen to roughly agree with the flat region of the 
mflectance in the 2QOG&30000cm-' region, and to merge smoothly with the experimental 
data above 40 OOOcm-'; the reflectance has been extended using this oscillator model to 
5 x le cm-'. It is worth noting that this extrapolation gives results that are similar to the 
U J - ~  extension, which is often used to simulate the reflectance in the region of interband 
transitions. Above 5 x 105cm-', the reflectance was extended as u4 to simulate the 
behaviour of free electrons. The room-temperature data has been scaled to match the low- 
temperature measurements in the far infrared. 

The results of the Kramers-Kronig analysis are sensitive mainly to the range of the 
interband transitions; this region has been extended to 5 x l e  cm-' in these calculations 
because at this point the extrapolation agrees with the measured reflectance of a number of 
transition metals [27] and transition-metal alloys [28]. The conductivity sum rule has been 
calculated to give the effective electron number density. The atomic number density can be 
derived from the mass density. Dividing the electron number density by the atomic number 
density, we obtain the mean valences (the average valence electrons per atom). Different 
high-frequency extrapolations (different widths for the interband region) have been tested, 
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corresponding to the mean valences Z = 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0. Below ir: lev the results are 
generally insensitive to the nature of the high-frequency extrapolations. However, above 
I eV the results are not as reliable. The high-fquency extrapolation we used gives the 
mean valence Z = 1.75, which is consistent with the value suggested by the study of 
stability of face-cenned icosahedral (FCI) quasicrystals [29]. The Kramets-KrOnig analysis 
yields the complex dielectric function 

where €1 is the real part of the dielectric function, and ut is the frequencydependent 
conductivity. 

Ellipsomeby is an accumte method used to determine the optical constants of 
materials [30], and the results do not depend on extensions to spectral regions where. 
direct measurements are missing. It gives the real and the imaginary parts of the dielectric 
function without Kramers-Kronig analysis. However, the ellipsometric data normally are 
available within the limited region 1.4-6eV. A method was used to correct the results 
of the Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflectance with the ellipsometric data so that 
the effects due to the extrapolations could be eliminated [31]. The difference between 
the phase calculated from the Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflectance and the phase 
from ellipsometric measurements is fitted by a polynomial of odd power. Then, the fitted 
polynomial was used to correct the phase of Kramers-Kronig analysis over all the frequency 
range. The other optical constants can be calculated from the corrected phase and the 
measured reflectance. The accuracy of this method is determined by the accuracy of the 
ellipsometric measurements and that of the reflectance measurements. The ellipsometric 
masurements were performed on both the icosahedral and approximant samples to remove 
the effects of extrapolations. Below 1 eV, the optical conductivity results are essentially 
not affected by the phase correction. This is consistent with the results of the different 
extrapolation tests. 

3. Results 

3.1. i-Al75JMn2oJSi4 
The reflectance of i-AI~175.5Mn20.5Si4 is shown in figure 1 from 60-38000m-' at 295K 
and from 60-7700cm-' at 80K (the 10K data is indistinguishable from the 80K data and 
has been omitted). The reflectance decreases quickly with increasing frequency reaching a 
value of ir: 0.55 at 5000~m-~ ,  above which it remains relatively constant until the onset of 
interband transitions at zz 25000cm-'. The various data above 38000cm-1 are different 
extrapolations. The inset in figure 1 details the 6&700m-' region. The only feature in 
this region is a broad shoulder in the reflectance at 2oocm-', and the spectra display little 
temperature dependence. 

The optical conductivity of i-AI755Mnm.5Si is shown in figure 2. The full curve denotes 
the conductivity from 60-38 000cm-' at 295 K calculated by the Kramers-Kronig analysis 
and then corrected with the ellipsometric results. The broken curve represents the more 
direct results in the region of I 1  COO46 000cm-' at the same temperature the ellipsometric 
measurements. The conductivity starts out from a low DC value and rises linearly as the 
frequency increases until it reaches a maximum at ir: 18 000cm-I above which it decreases 
slowly. The inset in figure 2 shows the linear behaviour of the conductivity in the frequency 
region below 8000cm-I. A straight line is fitted to the conductivity data in the 500- 
8000cm-I region. The zero-frequency intercept of 1355 Q-'cm-' of the fitted line is in 
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Figure 1. R e f l e a "  of melaitable imsahedral quaaicrysfal AlT5,5Mnm.sSin e 60- 
38000cm-' a295 K (full curve) and from = 60-700c"' at EOK(bmken curve): the lOKdata 
is indistinguishable hom Ihe 80K data and has been omined. The dam sets above 38000cm-' 
are from ule exlrapolations. and from bot" 10 top the longesl-dash broken curve, the long-dash 
broken curve and the shm-dash b r o h  curve carrespond 10 the mean valences Z = 1.5.1.75 
and 20. respectively. Inset: the reffectance in Ihe 60-7Wm-l region at 295 K and 80K.  The 
only feature in this region is a weak shoulder at ZOOan-'. 

good agreement with the Dc-conductivity value of % 1250Q-'cm-' [19,20]. However, the 
low-frequency conductivity departs from its linear behaviour. 

The optical conductivity in the low-frequency region from 60-700~m-~ is shown in 
figure 3 at 295 K and 80K. (The 10K data is indistinguishable from the 80K data and has 
been omitted). There is a prominent peak at 200cm-1, below which the conductivity appears 
to be increasing. In order to remove the 200cm-1 feature, the spectra have been fittedto 
a single Lorentzian oscillator plus a line& background. The results of the fit are listed in 
table 1. The inset in figure 3 shows the optical conductivity with the feature removed. 
Below 400cm-I. the conductivity is clearly increasing as the frequency is lowered and 
deviates from the linear behaviour seen at higher frequencies. By extrapolating the data 
below 150cm-I to zero frequency, we obtain the valuesof zero-frequency conductivities of 
2: 1800 Q-' cm-'  at 295 K and % 16OO a-' an-' at 80K. which are substantially higher 
than the Dc values. However, the change of about 11% between the two temperatures is in 
rough agreement with transport measurements. 

32. ct-Aln~Mnri..rSi,o.j 

The refle&ce of the 1/1 crystalline approximant (~-A172.5Mn17.4Si10.~ of the icoeedral  
system is shown in figure 4 from 5&&5000cm-' at 295K, and from 50-700~m-~ at 180K 
and 80 K. The reflectance at low fmquency is % 10% lower than in the icosahedraI system, 
and decreases slowly reaching a value of % 0.6 at 5000cm-', above which it is essentially 
constant until the onset of interband transitions at 2: 25OOO an-', at which point the 
reflectance begins to increase. The data sets above 4 6 o o b "  are from the extrapohtions. 
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Figure 2. The optical conductivity of Ihe metastable icosahedral quasicrystal AIn.+f"sSi. 
T k f u l l c w e d e n o t e s t h e ~ ~ n m 6 0 r m - '  to38000m-'at295Kwhichiscalculatedhylhe 
Kramers-Kronig analysis and then corrected wilh rhe ellipsometric muIts. The broken curye 
represents the results in lhe region of 11COO-4K0M)cm-1 at lhe same t e m p "  which is 
fmm the ellipsometric measurements. lwf the low-frequency behaviour of lhe Conductivity. 
The broken m e  is a linear least-square fit to the data in the 50C-SWOrm-' region with M 
intempt 

The inset in figure 4 shows the 50-700c"' range at several temperatures. In this region the 
nature of the reflectance differs sharply with that of the icosahedral phase; the broad feature 
at 200cm-' may now be resolved into at least nine phonon features and the temperature 
dependence is much larger (the arrows indicate.the fitted oscillator frequencies). 

The optical conductivity of cz-Aln.5Mn17.4Si1o.1 is shown in figure 5. The full curve 
denotes the conductivity from SOCII-1 to 40000cm-' at 295K which is calculated by 
the KramersKronig analysis and then corrected with the ellipsometric results. The broken 
curve represents the conductivity in the region of 1 1 00046 Ooocm-I obtained directly from 
ellipsometric measurements. The conductivity starts out from a low Dc value (less than half 
the value of the icosahedral phase) and increases linearly until it reaches a maximum of 
% 6000 Q-' cm-' at % 15 000 an-', a typical value for most transition metals, above which 
it decreases slowly. It is interesting to note that despite having a lower conductivity at low 
frequencies, the conductivity in the near inf& is larger than that of the icosahedral phase. 
The inset in figure 5 shows the linear behaviour of the conductivity below 8000cm-1 in more 
detail. The conductivity data in the 5M1-8000cm-1 region has been fitted by using a straight 
line. The zero-frequency intercept of 374 Q-' cm-l of the fitted line is in g o d  agreement 
with the Dc conductivity value of 325 Q-' cm-I determined by transport measurements [B]. 

The optical conductivity in the 50-7700cm-' range is shown in figure 6 at 295K, 180K 
and 80K. The features seen in the reflectance may now be distinguished as a set of sharp 
phonon lines. The conductivity has been fitted by using classical oscillators (I) and a 
polynomial background to second order, the parameters are listed in table 1. The inset in 
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FLgure 3. T k  optical wnductivify of i-Ab~.sMn2o.sSii from a 6Om-' U, 700~m-~ at 295K 
(full cwe) and 80K (broken curve): the 10K data is indistinguishable from the 80K data and 
has not been shown. The only f w  in this region is a peak al200cm-'. Inset: the optical 
wnductivitywith the 200 em-' feature removed reveals a conductivity which lises clearly below 

4Wcm-' and displays little t e m p "  depndena. 

Table 1. Paramelen used to fit Lorwrlzian oscillators U, the phonon pab in the optical 
cunductivity of i - A 1 7 s , s M ~ ~ ~ , ~ S i ~  and o-Ab2.sMn17~Silo.~. All kqequencies are m cm-I. 

"i yi '9 m j  fi opi wj yi opi 

i-Al7s.sMn2o.sSii 

295 K 80 K 

199 55 lo61 206 15 1222 
, .  

~-Al7z.sMninSiio.i 

295 K l8OK 80K 
I27 30 235 128 30 215 127 18 222 
152 12 344 153 11 352 153 13 389 
200 22 688 200 22 736 200 24 794 
224 7 159 227 11 188 221 6 136 
249 33 481 250 21 4w 252 36 517 
216 18 416 218 19 499 280 17 455 
322 45 516 324 35 450 321 45 5% 
372 13 113 367 19 161 369 25 228 
431 40 300 433 38 300 436 M) 445 

figure 6 shows the conductivity with the phonons removed and reveals a background, slowly 
decreasing with frequency. By extrapolating the lowest-frequency data of the conductivities 
to zero frequency, we obtain the zero-frequency estimates of 470'Z'cm-l at 295K. 
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80 K - .. ...... 1 

where up is the plasma frequency, r is the damping (F = k / r ) ,  and o is the frequency. The 
second feature is the peculiar linear behaviour of the conductivity below 1 eV (which has 
also been seen in perfect icosahedral quasicrystals [ 121). These properties are unlike those 
of many metallic glasses that can be described by a D ~ d e  model in the strong-scattering 
limit 1321. The structure of the optical conductivity in both the approximant phase and 
the disordered icosahedral phase indicates that the free electrons' DNde contribution is 
swamped by other effects. 
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Flgure S. The optical conductivily of the 10 crystalliw approximan1 or-Ah2sMn17aSilo.1. 
The full curve denotes the data f" 50m-' Io 4OwOcm-' at 295K which is cslculated 
by the h e r s - K r o n i g  analysis and then comcted with ule ellipsometric resulls. The broken 
curve repsenis the RSUIIS in the region of I I oo0-46oo0cn~' ai  he Same tempemlure which 
is obtained by the ellipsometric measurements. Inset: Uie low-frequency behaviour of the 
conduclivily. The broken curve is a linear least-squares fit lo the conductivity in the 500-  
80W)cm-' region with an intercept 374n-'cm-'. 

In good metals, such as aluminium, the roomtemperature Dc conductivity is uo % 

5 x lC%-' cm-' (uo = n,e2i/m where ne is the electron concentration, and T is the 
scattering time at the Fermi surface, n, = 1.8 x 1@3ecm-3 and r = 0.5 x lO-I4s 
for aluminium). However, the DC conductivity of the disordered icosahedral phase 
(* 103 S2-' cm-') is similar to that of a metallic glass of similar composition [331. and 
the value for the approximant phase is even lower (% 325 a-' m-') and close to those 
of the structumlly ordered quasicrystals AlCuRu and AICuFe. Moreover, the unusual HaIl 
coefficient and thermoelectric power have been observed in the approximant phase [%I, 
 which^ is similar to that seen in the perfect AlCuRu and AlCuFe [lo, 341. Specific beat 
mkurements on the approximant phase have shown that the density of states at the Fermi 
surface is lower thin the free electron value [XI. In particular, Hall coefficient indicates 
that the number of carriers is very small (% lO-*eatom-') 1241. 

The IOW conductivities observed in the structurally-orderd phases suggests the 
possibility of electronic localization. Electrons can behave as extended Bloch wave packets 
in crystals and exponentially localized waves in random sysems. In one-dimensional 
quasicrystals, the calculations of electronic stnlcture have shown that the energy spectrum is 
singular continuous (a Cantor set). i.e. neither continuous nor point-like, and the electtunic 
wavefunctions are critical, i.e. neither extended nor localized [35,36]. Based on model 
calculations, suggestions have been made that two- and three-dimensional quasicrystals 
also have singular continuous spectra and critical wavefunctions [37]. The little theoretical 
work that has been done on the electronic transport properties of quasicrystals can be used to 
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Figure 6. The optical conductivity of a-Aln~Mnrr.~Si~a.l in the 5C-7Wm-' m g e  at 295K 
(full curve). 180K (longdash broken curve) and SOK (shondsh broken curve). At least nine 
phonon r e a m  may be resolved. Inset lk oprical wnductivity with the phonons removed 
reveals a background with a quadratic "e. 

advance arguments for either criticality 1381 or localization [39]. However, the experimental 
investigations indicate that the electronic propedes of quasicrystals may be due to band 
structure effects giving rise to a small number of carriers and a low density of states with 
extended electron wavefunctions [9]. 

The approximant phase is clearly a periodic structure, and as a result localization 
arguments based on a quasipericdic potential do not apply; yet its optical properties, unlike 
the normal metals and many metallic glasses, cannot be described by the Dmde formula 
This suggests that the unusual behaviour of the optical conductivity in c r - A l ~ ~ ~ M n ~ ~ , ~ S i l o . I  
may te due to band structure effects. There is additional evidence to support this point 
of view. Band structure calculations have been performed on a-AIMnSi and show a 
sharp drop in the ws at the Fermi surface and the formation of a pseudogap [U]. The 
similarity of the approximant and icosahedral phases, from bath a structural and electronic 
point of view, implies that the anomalous optical conductivity'of icosahedral phase is not 
due to the quasiperiodicity but the band structure effects which imply extended electronic 
wavefunctions. 

Initial structural studies [a] and the measurement of the transport properties [41] 
of icosahedral alloys suggested that by assigning negative valences to the transition 
metals (TM) the AI-TM, quasicrystalline phases can be stabilized via the Hume-Rothery 
mechanism where the interaction of the Fermi surface with the Bragg planes is responsible 
for the formation of energy gaps in the electronic bands. producing kinks in the DOS and 
lowering the total energy of the system. Meanwhile, the band structure calculations for 
the crystalline approximant phases have shown that there are pseudogaps in the DOS at 
the Fermi energy EF and the relationship Z ~ F  % G is satisfied, where the kF is the Fermi 
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Figure 7. The Jones mne for the i-phase. constructed from the [211111] and [221001] plaMs 
and their equivalent, numbering 42 in all. The Iones wne of the appmximant a-phase is visually 
indistinguishable f” the icosahedral Jones zone. The full and the broken curves are typical 
reciprocal lattice vmors of the i-phase and the u-phase, respctively. The 12 fivefold directions 
of the i-phase are matched by I2 pseudo-fivefold vectors of the [5Ml family in the appmximant, 
the angle bewm 12 I I 11 11 and [530] is only 0.76’. The 30 twofold dirrclions of the i-phase 
([2lOOl2] family) comspond to two families of the appmximant: 24 vectors of the W31 family 
and 6 of [OM] Family. The f a r  are 12’ away f“ their icmahednl coumerpans, the laffer 
match exacuy. 

wavevector and the G a reciprocal lanice vector correspondent to a Bragg plane. Moreover, 
this mechanism could work more efficiently in the icosahedral-quasicrystals than in the 
crystalline approximants because the icosahedral symmetry makes the Jones zone almost 
spherical. 

In the case of a quasicvstal no Brillouin m e  exists, because there is no shortest 
reciprocal lanice vector, rather, they fill the reciprocal space everywhere densely. Under 
these circumstances, the extended zone scheme should be preferred over the more familiar 
reduced scheme. In the extended zone scheme the quasimomentum k is not reduced to 
the Brillouin zone and, instead, varies over all of infinite reciprocal space. An analog of 
the Brillouin zone, however, exists: the Jones zone, c o n s m e d  by planes perpendicular 
to c the reciprocal lattice vectors associated only with prominent structure factors. The term 
‘prominent’ is ambiguous unless a finite  list^ of peaks qualifying for being ‘prominent’ 
is specified.  this^ ambiguity in selecting the ‘prominent’ peaks is responsible for the 
discrepancy between our and Carlsson’s [42] Jones zones.) We base our choice on the 
measured diffraction pattern for i-AlnMn& (which is similar to the icosahedral phase 
examined here), which displays two prominent peaks for the 121 11 111 and [221001] indices 
([422222] and [442002] for the facecentred icosahedral quasicrystals) at 2.90A-I and 
3.05A-’ [43] (which are denoted as GI and Gz, respectively). The [21111 I] index along 
the fivefold axis has a multiplicity of 12 and the [221001] index along the twofold axis has 
a multiplicity of 30. Only these 42 peaks will be. regarded as ‘prominent‘, resulting in a 
nearly spherical Jones zone, shown in figure 7. 

Electronic stabilization due to a Hume-Rothery mechanism implies  that 2 k ~  m C. In 
this case since 2 k ~  3A-’, and n,  = k f . / 3 ~ * ,  the electron densities in the icosahedral 
system must be ne 1.14 x I d ) e ~ m - ~ .  If the atomic number density of the i-phase 
is similar to that of the a-phase, the average number of valence electrons per atom is 
Z 1.68. This result is consistent with recent work which suggests that 2 m 1.75 for all 
face-centred icosahedral quasicrystals 1291. A model based on the perturbation theory of a 
system of nearly-free electrons has been recently introduced [44] to explain the unusually 
low & conductivities in icosahedral quasicrystals, as well as the linear behaviour of optical 
conductivity. The model asserts that given GI,  G 2  % 2k~, then pseudogaps A1 and A2 
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Figure 8. The result of tk fit with the inferband innsition model of  [44] to the room-temperalure 
conductivity data of  the i-A175,sMwosSiq, top panel and a-Aln.~Mnfr.4Sito.l, bottom panel. 
The full curve is the measured optical conductivity and the broken curve is from tk model with 
Drude and inwband contribution of (4). The filled gaps A and scattering rates hit. are 0.55 
and 2.17eV for the icosahedral and 05 and 1.8eV for the approximant phases. respectively. 

with parallel energy bands will appear at the Fermi sulface due to splitting the degenerate 
states near the Bragg planes, destroying much of the Fermi surface and resulting in a low 
electron M S .  The contribution to the optical conductivity from a single Bragg plane has 
been previously expressed in an analytic form 1451. For an icosahedral alloy the total 
interband contribution will be the sum over all the pseudogap A1 (multiplicity 12) and A2 
(multiplicity 30). The values of these two pseudogaps are believed to be close. to each other 
(and will be called A below). 

For certain values of the parameters the general theoretical expression reduces to the 
following simple two-parameter formula [MI: 

42 e2C rc A ( 0 7 ) ~  

6 r 2  h 2 ii [ I  + ( ~ r ) ~ ] ~ '  
u(0) = ----7 (4) 

The results of fitting the model using a pseudogap A and a Drude contribution to i- 
Al7s~Mn&& at room temperature is shown in figure 8. A value of the pseudogap of 
A % 0.55eV is consistent with that found in ordered A1.&3a.~Fel~ [MI. The model 
produces an approximately linear behaviour at low frequencies. and the overall agreement 
with the experimental data is good. 
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The optical conductivity at low frequencies (the far-infrared region) in the icosahedral 
alloy clearly increases as the frequency is lowered, and at the lowest frequency it reaches 
a value which is much larger than the Dc conductivity. As the temperature is lowered 
the conductivity appears to increase less rapidly with decreasing frequency. However, 
lower-frequency data is needed to see how the conductivity behaves as it approaches zero- 
frequency. It is not clear that this behaviour has been observed in other quasicrystals with 
larger coherence lengths [12]. 

The close resemblance of the two experimental conductivity curves of figure 8 can be 
easily explained in simple geometrical terms. Although the approximant phase, unlike the 
quasicrystal, possesses the shortest reciprocal vector and a Brillouin zone, the use of the 
extended zone scheme is still advisable. Indeed, the period of the lattice equals 12.8A 
resulting in a tiny Brillouin zone, approximately ten times smaller than the Jones zone of 
figure 7. The quasimomenta could be reduced to this tiny zone, and the hand structure and 
even interband absorption could be numerically calculated. The band structure has indeed 
been calculated this way 1151. It shows an extremely complicated diagram with nearly 100 
virtually flat bands, with the Fermi level located somewhere in the 50th or 70th band. This 
is the classical situation for which Jones proposed the use of the 'large' zones [46] (later 
called Jones zones after him). The same dispersion relations are made more. comprehensible 
if the quasimomentum is not reduced to the Brillouin zone. Instead, a zone is built only 
of those Bragg planes which carry prominent Fourier components of the pseudopotential. 
Quite often the Fermi surface matches this zone quite well, which justifies the approach. In 
this case, the 50 or 70 bands below the Fermi level appear to be irrelevant for most physical 
properties and could be excluded from the consideration. Note that, if this approach is used, 
there remains little difference in the treatment of crystals and quasicrystals. 

Accordingly, we build the Jones zones for the approimant phase by selecting the most 
prominent peaks in the experimental diffraction pattern. They are the [530], [5321 and 
[6001 peaks shown in figure 7 [47]. They have multiplicities of 12,24,6 with wavevectors 
of 2.89 A-', 3.05 A-' and 2.97 A-', respectively [ 131. The Jones-zone boundary consists 
of 12 pentagons of the [530] family and 30 hexagons (24 of [532] and 6 of [6001). The 
Jones zone appears to be so close to that of the icosahedral quasicrystal that the two are 
visually indistinguishable and, accordingly, we present one figure for both Jones zones (e.g. 
the angle between the true fivefold [21 I I I I] direction of the i-phase and pseudo-fivefold 
15301 of the approximant aphase is about lo.) Note that at this stage we exploit again 
Jones' approach the short [IOO], [ I  1 I ]  and similar reciprocal lattice vectors have beett 
ignored, as well as the [350], while retaining the [530], even though the latter two are of 
the same length. This procedure is justified by the fact that, though the unit cell is cubic, 
the space group is tetragonal h 3  [I31 and, accordingly, [530] and 13501 are not equivalent 
(Pm3 allows cyclic permutations of all three indices, but not of two.) Thus, the symmetry 
does not require 13501 to be of the same intensity as [530]. Moreover, the experimental 
diffraction patterns 113,471 show that, while 15301 is a dominating peak, [350] has no 
substantial intensity and must be neglected in the Jones construction. A similar procedure 
was applied to the 15321 family and in discarding the [611] peak (accidentally degenerate 
with [5321). Note that in the Brillouin zone formalism all those peaks are equally treated, 
despite their unequal contributions, which makes the numerically calculated band structure 
virtually incomprehensible. A Jones-style approach similar to ours was adopted by Carlsson 
in his model band structure calculations 1421. 

After the close resemblance of the Jones zones of both the i- and a-phases has been 
revealed. the similarity in the U(@) curves is no longer surprising. One could anive at the 
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same conclusion, the similarity between the two u(w) curves, in a more qualitative manner. 
Both the i- and a-phases are built from the same local icosah& cluster, have similar 
compositions, lattice constants. etc. The optical conductivity in the eV range probes mainly 
these 'mid-range' properties, which are nearly identical in the two structures. The major 
difference between the atomic structures of i- and a-phases is in the way the clusters are 
assembled, i.e. in the long-range order at long wavelengths. Such a difference is more 
likely to exhibit itself in far infrared or even at lower energies. Indeed, we observe greater 
differences between the two u(w)  CUNS in the infrared than in the visible part of the 
spectrum. 

Accordingly, we treat the approximant or-phase with the planewave model [44] with 
three phenomenological pseudogaps for the three orbits. In the overdamped situation, as 
before, we could consider all three pseudogaps as being equal to each other, reducing the 
number of fitting parameters to two. The best fit is achieved with A x 0.5 eV, which is 
similar to that in the icosahedral phase.. Alternatively, the interband contribution could be in 
principal numerically calculated using eigenfunctions and eigenvalues in the Brillouin zone, 
but taking into account the necessity to sum contributions f" something of the order of 
50 flat bands would be numerically intensive. 

4.2. Phonons 

While the icosahedral and approximant phases display similar optical properties, the phonon 
features in these two systems are vastly different In the approximant phase the phonons 
are clearly visible as a series of sharp lines in the 10&500~m-~ range. The strongest 
lines have been fitted to classical oscillators (see table 1). which describe the system quite 
well. The total integrated oscillator strength (propottiond to displays little or no 
temperature dependence. The results of the fit are sensitive to the choice of the background, 
and as a result the variations observed are most likely due to this uncertainty. In the 
absence of electrox-phonon coupling, no change in the oscillator strength of the system 
with temperature is expected [48]. 

In the icosahedral phase, the sharp phonon lines observed in the approximant phase 
are no longer present; instead, they are replaced by a broad peak in the conductivity at 
200cm-I. It is interesting to note that the location of this peak corresponds exactly to the 
most intense phonon peak in the approximant phase. There is some difficulty with noise at 
low temperatures, but it appears that the oscillator strength of this mode is increasing. 
A similar feature has been Observed in the icosahedral quasicrystal A1635CU~5Fel~ at 
245cm-' [12], which is very close to the peak in the phonon DOS of aluminium. The 
proximity to the ws peak in aluminium and an apparent temperature dependence of the 
oscillator strength implied that this feature was due to phonon excitationst. Initial studies 
of phonons in one-dimensional quasilattices predicted that low-frequency acoustic phonons 
would behave much as they would in periodic lattice, but that high-frequency phonons 
would have wavefunctions similar to the electron wavefunctions: neither lwalii nor 
extended, but critical [49]. In light of the results for the electronic properties of three- 
dimensional icosahedral systems, which imply that the electron wavefunctions are extended, 
it may similarly be argued that the phonon wavefunctions are also extended, as observed 
in inelastic neutron scattering measurements of phonons in i-AICuLi [50]. The temperature 
dependence of the oscillator strength, if it truly exists, is difficult to interpret. and may 

t The apparent d e c w  in the oxillator strength was inichlly thought to be due 10 the n(w) + 1 Base factor for a 
phonon at 2 4 5 " .  However. it is no1 dear lhat he oseillamr smglh is changing subsfantially and furthermore, 
no change dw to he Bose factor is expened [a]. 
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indicate electron-phonon coupling. Altematively, the structure could be interpreted as a 
tmnsition between two discreet electronic states that straddle the Fermi level. However, 
this is unlikely, given that the peak in the icosahedral phase occurs in exactly the same 
position as the most intense phonon in the approximate phase. 

5. Conclusions 

The optical properties of the icosahedral quasicrystal A I ~ & ~ I I ~ . ~ S ~ ~  and its low-order 
1/1 crystalline approximant C Y - A I ~ & ~ ~ I ~ . ~ S ~ I ~ . I  have been determined at several different 
temperatures. The optical conductivity indicates the presence of pseudogaps in both 
systems (which in general are quite similar) suggesting that the electronic properties of the 
icosah@pl system are not 3 consequence of the quasiperiodic order of the system, and that 
a common mechanism is responsible for both systems. Band structure calculations that have 
been carried out for the approximant phase of C Y - A I ~ ~ . ~ M ~ ~ ~ , ~ S ~ ~ ~ . ~  [I51 indicate the p e n c e  
of a pseudogap in the ms at the Fermi surface' stabilized by Hume-Rothery conditions. 
The similarity of the optical properties of the icosahedral phase to the approximant phase 
on the optical properties implies that band structure arguments also apply to the icosahedral 
system and that the electron wavefunctions are extended, rather than localized The studies 
on the structure and transport properties L40.411 also show the evidence to  suggest that 
the icosahedral phases are stabilized by Hume-Rothery arguments and~that the interaction 
of Fermi surface with the Bragg planes results in the formation of pseudogaps and the 
reduction of electron Dos at Fermi surface. A mcdel'[44] based on two pseudogaps for 
parallel energy bands and a residual h d e  component reproduces the data in the icosahedral 
and approximant phases quite well. 

The phonons in the ordered approximant phase appear to collapse into a single broad 
feature in the disordered icosahedral phase; this feature is in exactly the same position as 
the most intense phonon in the approximant phase, ruling out the likelihood that this is an 
electronic transition. The presence of a phonon in the icosahedral system indicates thar as 
in the case of the electron wavefunctions, the phonon wavefunctions are probably extended 
for a three-dimensional icosahedral system. 
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